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Abstract
We report repeated rRT-PCR detection and infective ability of Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome
coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) from a health care worker three days prior to mild COVID-19 symptoms. We
propose that this provides evidence for potential early presymptomatic transmission of SARS-CoV-2 and
that contagiousness may arise shortly after exposure.

Highlights
Pre- and Asymptomatic COVID-19 appears to occur frequently, but the extent of transmission and impact
on dispersal is not fully understood.

Health care workers (HCW) are at high risk of both contracting and subsequently transmitting SARS-CoV-
2, which may be problematic if only symptomatic individuals are isolated and prevented from spreading
infection.

We present a case of a HCW exhibiting high viral load in the upper airway up to three days prior to very
mild COVID-19 symptoms, and that infective capability was determined for virus collected during this
period.

Introduction
SARS-CoV-2 causes coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) which has rapidly spread globally since
December 2019, resulting in a pandemic. Possible pre- or asymptomatic transmission, both from the
outbreak of SARS-CoV in 2003 and from outbreaks of MERS-CoV have been reported, although it seems
uncommon (Hui et al.; Hui). In contrast, a number of studies indicate that pre- or asymptomatic
transmission of SARS-CoV-2 is not only possible but also may occur more frequently (Arons et al.; Zou et
al.; Qian et al.; Bai et al.). Although the main transmission routes for SARS-CoV-2 are likely droplets or
direct contact with symptomatic individuals, the rapid spread of COVID-19 warrants further investigations
into other transmission modes as well as the potential of contagiousness prior to symptom onset.

Case Presentation
On April 2, 2020, a previously healthy 36-year-old female health care worker (HCW) at a nursing home,
was exposed, without proper personal protective equipment (PPE), to a patient with COVID-19. Due to
exposition she was referred for screening at Uppsala University Hospital. A duplex rRT-PCR targeting the
SARS-CoV-2 Envelope small membrane protein (E) and Nucleocapsid (N) genes was used for routine
diagnostics (Corman et al.; Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. 2020). On April 5, 2020, while still
asymptomatic, nasopharyngeal (NP) and oropharyngeal (OP) swabs for were taken and found to be
positive by SARS-CoV-2 rRT-PCR with cycle threshold (Ct) values NP + OP E-gene: 17.23 and NP + OP N-
gene: 17.80. Since the patient still completely asymptomatic, further samples were taken on April 7, and
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were strongly positive with Ct values NP + OP E-gene: 16.97 and NP + OP N-gene: 16.75. Upon routine
investigation, no symptoms were observed, and body temperature was 37.0 °C.

On April 8, the patient developed a temperature of 38°C and mild sinusitis symptoms. By April 13 she had
fully recovered. A further SARS-CoV-2 PCR-analysis was performed on April 14, from an OP swab and
saliva. Saliva was negative, but the OP swab remained positive (E-gene: 33.76 and N-gene: 32.63). On
April 17, nine days after onset of mild COVID-19 symptoms, the patient tested negative for SARS-CoV-2 by
PCR-analysis and isolation measures were lifted.

A commercial rapid test (Zhejiang Orient Gene Biotech, Zhejiang, China) was used for detection of SARS-
CoV-2-speci�c IgM and IgG. On day 1 prior to and day 6 after symptom onset neither IgM nor IgG were
detected. Nine days after symptom onset IgM was positive, and �fteen days after symptom onset both
IgM and IgG were detected.

We investigated if the rRT-PCR results inferred contagiousness. Cell cultures and infection were performed
in two different bio-safety level 3 (BSL-3) laboratories. The two specimens collected one and three days
prior to symptom onset were inoculated on Vero E6 cells (green monkey kidney cells; ATCC® CRL-1586™)
and cultured at 37°C and 5% CO2, in Dulbecco´s Modi�ed Eagle´s Medium (DMEM) (Gibco, Code:
13345364), supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) in T25 �asks and 6 well plates were used
for infection.

To detect RNA replication, an immuno�uorescence assay was performed. 500 μl of the Vero-E6 cell
suspension (concentration 0.5×106 cells) in DMEM containing 2% FBS and gentamycin (100 μg/mL) was
added to each well of a 24-well plate. Patient samples were serially diluted two-fold in DMEM and added
to each well. The starting dilution had 2.35×105 and 4.59×104 genome copies for patient sample 1 (three
days before symptoms) and 2 (one day before symptoms), respectively. Incubation was done at 37oC
with 5% CO2 for 48 hours. 

Infected cells were �xed with 4% formaldehyde in phosphate buffer saline (PBS) for 1 hour, and
permeabilized with 0.5% triton-X in PBS for 10 minutes. Mouse-anti-dsRNA antibody (Scions, Code: J2)
was added and incubated for 90 minutes, followed by incubation with goat-anti-mouse Alexa488

(Jackson Immuno research, Code: 115-545-003, USA) for 1 hour. Cells were incubated with DAPI nuclear
stain (5 mg/mL, Invitrogen, Code: D1301) for 2 minutes, and infected cells visualized. All incubations
were performed at room temperature and all washes with PBS.

Signi�cant virus replication was observed by immuno�uorescence detection of double-stranded (ds) RNA
(Figure). Furthermore, rRT-PCR was performed on cell lysates from the cell supernatants. RNA was
extracted with QIAamp Viral RNA Mini Kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) or using TRIzol® (ThermoFisher,
USA). Reverse transcription was done with iScript™ cDNA Synthesis Kit (Biorad, Solna, Sweden) and
subsequent rRT-PCR using iTaq Universal Probes Supermix (Biorad, Solna, Sweden), primers
(RdRp_SARSr-F and RdRp_SARSr-R) and probe (RdRp_SARSr-P2) targeting the RdRp gene as described
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by Corman et al. Four days post infection, 1.36×1011 and 2.02×1011 genome copies/ml were detected in
cell lysates for patient samples 1 and 2 respectively. A 2.9×104 and 2.2×105-fold increase in the genome
copy number was detected compared to that in the initial inoculum for patient sample 1 (4.71×106

genome copies/ml) and sample 2 (9.18×105 genome copies/ml) respectively, indicating viral replication.

In parallel, cell cultures were examined for cytopathic effect (CPE) and rRT-PCR performed on culture
supernatants. SARS-CoV-2 genes E and N were ampli�ed using the SuperScript III OneStep rRT-PCR
System with Platinum® Taq DNA Polymerase kit (Invitrogen, Cat. No. 12574026) (Corman et al.; Wang et
al.). In this experiment, CPE was followed up to 96 hpi. 70% CPE was observed for both samples; 48 hpi
for patient sample 1 and 72 hpi for sample 2 (Figure). rRT-PCR performed at the same intervals exhibited
decreasing Ct values; 34 (E gene) and 42 (N gene) 0 hpi, to 18 and 21, 72 hpi (sample 1) indicating viral
replication (supplementary table 1). A similar decrease was seen for sample 2 at 96 hpi.

Thus, observed CPE, immuno�uorescence for dsRNA and rRT-PCR determined that the SARS-CoV-2 virus
from both samples were infectious in two independent experiments.

Discussion
These results support the potential for presymptomatic transmission of SARS-CoV-2, also in cases with
subsequently very mild COVID-19 disease, with extensive presymptomatic viral replication in the upper
respiratory tract, shortly after exposure and three days prior to symptoms. This corroborates recent
�ndings and accumulating evidence that presymptomatic viral shedding could be one of several factors
contributing to the current SARS-CoV-2 pandemic (Zou et al.; Arons et al.; Bai et al.; Qian et al.). Since
asymptomatic individuals will not transmit virus by coughing, other modes of transmission must be
investigated. Plausible transmission routes could be via droplets when talking (Stadnytskyi et al.),
indirectly via fomites, or via aerosols when talking or breathing, although the individual importance of
these different transmission routes in asymptomatic individuals needs to be further investigated (van
Doremalen et al.).

Furthermore, this should in�uence guidelines for preventive measures. One such measure may be
increased PCR-screening, especially among HCWs who are at risk of transmitting SARS-CoV-2 to patients
that have a high risk of morbidity and mortality due to COVID-19. Increased screening of asymptomatic
patients admitted to hospitals and in nursing homes should also be considered. Another important
measure is providing HCWs with appropriate PPE and education, to prevent transmission in health-care
settings. Rapid antibody tests could also aid in determining previous exposition, if used correctly
(Hoffman et al.). Both the Center for Disease Control and Prevention (USA) as well as the National Health
Service (UK) recommend preventive measures that take asymptomatic transmission into consideration,
but this is presently not the case in all countries (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2020;
www.gov.uk, 2020).
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Figures
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Figure 1

Detection of replicating SARS-CoV-2 with mouse-anti dsRNA (green) in Vero E6 infected cells 48 hours
post inoculation with nasopharyngeal samples from an asymptomatic individual. Both clinical samples
analyzed, (A) sample 1 (collected 3 days prior to symptoms) and (B) sample 2 (1 day prior to symptoms)
were found to replicate in Vero E6 cells. The images were captured with a 20x objective and the left
picture in A and B is a magni�cation of the red area. Cytopathic effect observed in Vero E6 cells at 48 (C)
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and 72 (D) hours post inoculation and (E) an uninfected control. Cells in (C) and (D) were inoculated with
the patient sample collected 72 hours prior to onset of symptoms.
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